
















Functions introductions 

Function Introduction 

Rear wash Provide rear cleansing 

Move the nozzle back and forth for rear cleansing Rear oscillating Wash 

Front wash 

Front oscillating Wash 

Child wash 

Provide cleansing by front cleansing nozzle with a gentle spray 

Move the nozzle back and forth with a gentle spray 

Children's special warm water gentle cleaning 

One solution Auto clean, flush and dry 

Strong wash 

Lady care 

Large amount of water to clean the buttocks to promote laxative 

Special cleaning of female's physiological period 

Nozzle position adjustment Adjust the suitable washing positions 

Temperature adjustment Set the temperature of seat and water 

Water pressure adjustment Change cleaning water pressure 

Seat sensor 

Drying 

Movable drying 

Functions activated by sitting on the seat 

Dry the users after cleansing 

Move the air outlet back and forth for drying 

Changing drying intensity Control the temperature of warm air from the dryer 

Warm air position adjustment 

Nozzle self-clean 

Smart remote control 

Deodorizer 

Saving energy 

Night light 

Soft close 

Auto flush 

Power switch 

Flush even if power off 

Ceramic bowl pre-wet 

Set the position of air outlet 

Provide nozzle self-cleaning before washing 

Use the remote control to set up and control the toilet 

Removing odors 

Saves electricity 

Preparations for insufficient light 

Damper in the seat and cover, to make it close softly 

Auto bowl unit cleaning after users walk away 

Turn power on and off 

Push side button to flush when power off 

Water come out of the nozzle to make the ceramic bowl wet 
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